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I’m sore from the hike, but thrilled by the view.

What an epic hike. Can we stay here forever?

The way my muscles feel, that might just be the case.

Huh?

I’m saying my muscles are on fire.

Wilderness Boundary

No Fires
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Wilderness Boundary

Point Point Point

No Fires

This is the first of five long days of backpacking and camping with my best friend, Alexx. I’m so excited!

I owe this to myself after completing wilderness survival. I’m betting I can tackle anything, plus, Alexx and I have all summer to rest after this trip before we go adulting for the rest of our lives.
A red flag warning is in effect that will bring hot, dry, and strong east winds over the next few days.

Hi! Didn’t mean to disturb your dog. Just hiking through.

Hello! Sorry about the dog. His name is Silence. The name is, uh, kinda ironic.

Bark bark bark

On the first afternoon we meet a couple of campers, Estelle, Jake, and their dog. I can’t help but notice some irresponsible things about their campsite. Without being rude (I hope) I mentioned a few tips and cautioned them about their fire, but Jake said they’d been camping here for years with no problems.

They seemed nice. I hope they listened to you and that weather sounds scary.

It does. I keep checking the active alerts. There’s an urgent fire weather message.

Extremely dry conditions mixed with high winds? Bad news.

Uh-huh. Speaking of bad news. Meghan, what did you think of that campfire of theirs? It’s got me really worried now.

Not great, right? I mentioned it to Estelle, and she said they’d be sure to take care of it.

I really hope they do put it out.
AFTER SNACKING ALL DAY ON PROTEIN BARS WHILE HIKING UP INTO THE BACKCOUNTRY, ALEXX AND I REACH THE LAKE WHERE WE WANT TO SET UP CAMP AND HAVE A REAL MEAL.

FOOD! FOOD! FOOD!

IT'S SO BEAUTIFUL! WE BOTH WANT TO GO SWIMMING RIGHT AWAY BUT I'M GETTING SOME SUBTLE HINTS THAT ALEXX IS KINDA HUNGRY.

YOU PACKED YOUR CAMP STOVE RIGHT?

OR COURSE! IT'S SAFER THAN A CAMPFIRE AND IT STARTS RIGHT UP WITH NO FUSS OR HASSLE. PLUS, LESS DANGER OF YOU STARVING THIS WAY.

IT'S A PERFECT DARK SKY FOR STARGAZING, ALEXX. AND I TALK ABOUT HOW WE SHOULD HAVE BROUGHT ALEXX'S DACHSHUND, HILDA, WHICH IS COMPLETELY WRONG BUT ALSO FUN TO THINK ABOUT.

I KEEP THINKING OF ESTELLE AND JAKE'S CAMPFIRE. THEY SAID THEY KNEW HOW TO PUT IT OUT BUT MOST PEOPLE AREN'T AS THOROUGH AS THEY SHOULD BE.

HER LEGS ARE LIKE, TWO INCHES LONG, CAN YOU JUST PICTURE HER GETTING STUCK TRYING TO LEAP OVER A LOG? HER LITTLE FEET DANGLING OVER BOTH SIDES?

YOU HAVE TO DROWN A CAMPFIRE WITH WATER. THEN USE A SHOVEL TO STIR THE ASHES AND EMBERS.

DROWN, STIR, DROWN. REPEAT. IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THAT. JUST TURN YOUR CAMPFIRE INTO A BIG OL' SOGGY WET SOUP!

OH MY GOSH, ADORABLE! NEXT TIME FOR SURE!

I DIDN'T SEE ANY WATER BUCKETS IN THEIR CAMP, THOUGH.

THE NEXT MORNING...

THE EMBER IS SMOOLDERING AND WAITING TO IGNITE.

THEY THOUGHT IT WAS OUT, BUT IT WASN'T.
THE WATER IS SO CLEAR.
CAN YOU SEE THE FISH?
I'M LOOKING AT SOMETHING ELSE.

HMM. IS THAT SMOKE?
I THINK SO. IT'S FROM THE DIRECTION WE MET THAT COUPLE CAMPING.

ALEXX AND I KEEP AN EYE ON THE SMOKE FOR THE NEXT HOUR.

MAYBE IT'S JUST SMOKE FROM A CAMPFIRE?
OH NO! IT LOOKS LIKE IT'S GROWN INTO A FULL-BLOWN WILDFIRE.

WE CALLED 911 TO REPORT THE FIRE. THE OPERATOR SAID IT WILL TAKE TIME TO ARRIVE AND ADVISED US TO COME DOWN OFF THE MOUNTAIN, WHICH WE'D ALREADY DECIDED TO DO. ALEXX IS PACKING WHILE I'M CALLING.

EWW. MY BATHING SUIT IS STILL SOGGY.

THE SMOKE COLUMN IS GROWING SO FAST! BY THE TIME WE'RE HEADED OUT, WE'VE SEEN THE ALERTS SPREAD THROUGH ALL THREE EVACUATION LEVELS, WARNING EVERYONE OFF THE MOUNTAIN.

LEVEL THREE EVACUATION ORDERS HAVE BEEN ISSUED! THIS MEANS "GO NOW!"

ALERT! Wildfire in Blue Creek Wilderness
First, we pitch all the non-essentials in our backpacks. Right now, they’re only slowing us down.

Head downhill as fast as we can! And move into the wind!

We need to keep an eye on that column of smoke and make sure it’s not moving our way.

I hope so. I have to say, now I’m glad Hilda isn’t with us.

Right? Dachshunds are not known for their speed!

Having learned how to react is helping me keep calm, and that’s important, lose your head in an emergency and it can cause even worse problems.

Embers, carried by the winds, cross the wide river and start new fires.

We move as fast as we can. Several times, squirrels and other animals race past us, running from the fire, but some are frozen and panicked, not knowing what to do.

It’s not just trees we’re losing—it’s everything that lives here.
Huh?

AH!

AH, WHAT THE HECK? THAT DEER CAME OUT OF NOWHERE!

IT SERIOUSLY DID AND YOUR HAND LOOKS SERIOUSLY BROKEN.

THUMP THUD

WOW! DON'T WORRY, I KEPT THE MEDICAL SUPPLIES WHEN WE WERE DITCHING EVERYTHING ELSE.

I CAN'T TRULY FIX THIS RIGHT NOW, BUT IT'S ENOUGH TO KEEP MOVING.

HOW'S THE HAND?

IT'S SWELLING AND THROBBING. HURTS PRETTY BAD, BUT AT LEAST IT'S NOT MY LEG, I'M GOOD TO KEEP MOVING.
I can see glimpses of rooftops and fences lower down the mountain, civilization! I bet it’s deserted, though.

This is scary. I never knew a forest fire was so loud! It’s like a train coming at us.

We’ll be fine, we just need to keep moving.

And then, suddenly, we’re in somebody’s backyard.

Hello?

Nori and Edmond, Thor, a retired couple, didn’t get the evacuation notices.

There’s fire? You hear that, Edmond? I thought I smelled smoke... but didn’t get an alert.

Which is how we all end up in a car only a couple minutes later, along with two chickens named Hannah and Santana and a rabbit named Bozo.

Level three already, you say? Goodness, what do we grab first?
Smoke might get bad, so we need to keep the windows up.

I'm sorry that Murphy smells like a donkey. It's because he's a donkey.

The whole sky is eerie as we drive away. It's like something out of a dream. The fire still feels like it's chasing us. We see a fire crew going the other way, heading toward the fires, like a knight chasing after an angry dragon.

Thank goodness you two came along to warn us. It would have been too late, otherwise.

I can't tell you how grateful we are, or how sorry I am that Murphy's eating your shirt.

Mm-hmm!

A huge tanker rumbles overhead, dropping fire retardant on the flames behind us. Hopefully it will help slow the fire down until firefighters arrive.

As quick as the emergency response was, though, the fire was much faster. In some places.
Twenty minutes later we made it to the evacuation center. Alexx tried to make sure Nori and Edmond were settled in.

“Quit making a fuss about me, Alexx! I’ve already got enough chickens pecking at me! You go see a doctor!”

The breaks are clean enough, you should heal up nicely. Whoever fixed you up did a good job.

“It was Meghan. She’s had wilderness survival training. Even helped teach it at school.”

Well, excellent work, then, Meghan.

Not sure I’d have done any better if I’d been the one with a wildfire in my emergency room.

It’s not something I’d recommend.

I guess our backpacking trip will have to wait until next summer. I want a redo.

Pffft. Give me a couple weeks, I’ll totally rebound.

I guess... uh, I guess it’ll take longer for the forest, though.

I think about how much the firefighters and everyone here at the evacuation center went through just because somebody was careless with fire.
...I just wish I could stop thinking about all we've lost, and how that loss could have been prevented if everyone was more careful.

SIX WEEKS LATER.

Oh, that's good. Nori baked you some energy bars, too, in thanks of you saving us.

They're actually just cookies, but I call them energy bars so they sound more nutritious.

You can see how close the fire came.

Luck can be a part of it, but Nori and I also make sure to keep our trees pruned up, pruned back, spaced apart, and well away from the house for good defensible space.

Speaking of defensible space...

...you better save your wiener dog from my miniature donkey.

Hilda!
WHEN! WHAT AN ADVENTURE! DID YOU KNOW MOST WILDFIRES ARE CAUSED BY PEOPLE?

IT’S TRUE! THAT MONSTROUS FIRE WAS STARTED BY JUST ONE CAMPFIRE THAT WASN’T A HUNDRED PERCENT EXTINGUISHED.

A PERFECT EXAMPLE OF THAT IS CIGARETTES OR OTHER SMOKING MATERIALS CARELESSLY THROWN INTO DRY VEGETATION.

WILDFIRES CAN BE PREVENTED BY EITHER USING A CAMP STOVE OR HAVING YOUR CAMPFIRE IN AN APPROVED CAMPGROUND WITH ESTABLISHED FIRE PITS. IF YOU DO HAVE A CAMPFIRE...

...THEN MAKE CERTAIN IT'S ENTIRELY DEAD OUT BEFORE LEAVING.

CAMPFIRES AREN’T THE ONLY CULPRITS. EITHER. SUCH THINGS AS FIREWORKS AND MOVING DRY GRASS CAN START WILDFIRES, TOO.

ONE STRAY FIREWORK OR ONE SPARK FROM A MOWER BLADE HITTING A ROCK CAN IGNITE A FIRE, SO ALWAYS HAVE BUCKETS OF WATER OR A CHARGED GARDEN HOSE HANDY TO EXTINGUISH SPARKS AND FLAMES.

BURNING YARD DEBRIS IS ANOTHER WAY FIRES CAN START.

IF YOU MUST BURN YARD DEBRIS, CHECK OUT THE WEATHER FORECASTS AND CALL YOUR LOCAL FIRE AUTHORITY TO MAKE SURE OPEN FIRES ARE ALLOWED.

ALWAYS HAVE A SHOVEL AND A GARDEN HOSE NEARBY TO Douse ANY ESCAPED EMBERS AND TO PUT THE FIRE DEAD OUT.

AND MAYBE SOME LEMONADE FOR EXTINGUISHING THIRST.

YOU DON’T HAVE TO HAVE A MINIATURE DONKEY, BUT IT HELPS.
Remember, unwanted wildfires destroy wildlife habitat.

A vehicle idling or parked over tall dry grass can also cause fires. Contact with the hot exhaust system is all it takes.

The home and property loss can be devastating, and even worse is the loss of life.

It’s not just the trees and the land, either. Burned areas can create erosion and muddy clear streams too.

Keep in mind that most fires are preventable, so always be smart with fire and things that throw sparks, especially in dry conditions.

And proper training can go a long way toward helping save land and people. So stay aware, and alert, at all times.

Good girl.

bark bark bark grrrr ruff
It’s everyone’s responsibility to help prevent human-caused wildfires. You can do so many things to help keep our scenic landscapes and communities green and safe. The first step to prevention is awareness—so contact your local fire agency, air authority, or forestry office for information on current fire restrictions.

- Practice campfire safety—never leave a campfire unattended and extinguish your campfire completely before going to bed or leaving the campsite. Always have water and a shovel onsite.
- Keep vehicles on established roads and trails—this includes ATVs, cars, and motorcycles. ATVs can easily cast sparks or overheat so be sure to properly check and maintain your vehicle and spark arrestor.
- Backyard burning is a leading cause of wildfires—always have fire tools on site and stay by your burn pile. Never use gasoline, and make sure your burn pile is completely out (burn piles can retain heat for several weeks and rekindle when the weather warms and winds begin to blow).
- Fireworks—be prepared; be safe; be responsible; be aware. Soak used fireworks in a bucket of water and dispose of them properly. Use fireworks only in legally permitted areas—on pavement at home, away from structures, vehicles, and flammable vegetation.

For more information on how you can help prevent wildfires visit:
www.keeporegongreen.org  www.smokeybear.com

EVACUATION PLANNING

It is important to have a plan in place for emergency evacuations. Preparing now can help save your family’s lives.

- Prepare an emergency kit that you can grab on the go and keep an extra kit in your car.
- Draw a home escape plan and share it with everyone in your home.
- Practice the plan.
- Have an evacuation plan for pets and livestock.
- Have an outside meeting place located at a safe distance.
- Teach children how to escape on their own.
During a wildfire your local law enforcement agency orders evacuations. If you feel threatened by a wildfire, do not wait for an official evacuation order.

There are three levels of evacuation:

- **LEVEL 1**—Ready: Prepare and Monitor. Pack your valuables.
- **LEVEL 2**—Set: Be set to evacuate at a moment’s notice.
- **LEVEL 3**—Go: Leave immediately.

If you are advised to evacuate, do so immediately. Take your emergency supply kit, lock your home, and choose a route away from the fire hazard. Watch for changes in the speed and direction of the fire and smoke. Tell someone when you left and where you are going.

If you see a wildfire and haven’t received evacuation orders call 911. Don’t assume that it has already been reported. Stay calm, describe the location of the fire, speak slowly and clearly, and answer any questions asked by the dispatcher.

For more information and resources please visit:

- [www.keeporegongreen.org](http://www.keeporegongreen.org)
- [wildfire.oregon.gov](http://wildfire.oregon.gov)
- [www.firewise.org](http://www.firewise.org)
- [www.ready.gov/wildfires](http://www.ready.gov/wildfires)
- [www.oregon.gov/odf/Pages/index.aspx](http://www.oregon.gov/odf/Pages/index.aspx)
- [www.oregon.gov/oem/Pages/default.aspx](http://www.oregon.gov/oem/Pages/default.aspx)
- [www.clackamas.edu](http://www.clackamas.edu)